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literary terms and definitions p carson newman college - the side of a ship on which it was laden that is loaded was called the ladeboard but its opposite starboard influenced a change in pronunciation to larboard because of their similarity of sound it was generally replaced by port, past events buddhist studies university of california - buddhist contemplation has a long history with complex educational institutions namely buddhist monasteries all across asia in recent decades there has been a surge of interest in the american academy in such practices including scientific research on their efficacy and mechanism possible adaptation for new pedagogical approaches in the classroom and inspiration for fresh perspectives on, home page for body mind chalice integration and it's role - introduction and author artist bio the symbols for the chalice or holy grail that i often use are drawn essentially from ancient archetypes that by the way pre date any major religion by many centuries or more although many are found at the core of many different religions and philosophies they all have their own rich meanings as related to the spiritual dilemma or paradox balancing
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